Publications of A.D. Streater

Patents


Kirat Singh, Elmar Prenner, and Alan D. Streater, An optical spectral filter, angular filter, and polariser, US 8977082. Also filed in Canada. 03/10/2015

W. David Lee, Dale C. Ness and Alan D. Streater, Methods and devices for monitoring and controlling thin film processing, U.S. Patent 7,828,929, November 9, 2010. There are also several foreign filings for this patent. This is much the same as U.S. Patent 8,182,861, but covers device claims.

W. David Lee, Dale C. Ness and Alan D. Streater, Methods and devices for monitoring and controlling thin film processing, U.S. Patent 8,182,861 May 22, 2012. There are also several foreign filings for this patent. This is much the same as U.S. Patent 7,828,929, but covers method claims.
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